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Abstract—The intermittent and uncertainty of distributed
renewable energy brings significant challenges to reliable and
economic operation of microgrids. Traditionally, on-line economic
dispatch of microgrids is achieved by solving a linear or nonlinear
optimization problem according to the ultra-short-term forecast
information of the system. However, accurately forecasting the
renewable power generations is still a tough task. To achieve
on-line scheduling of a residential microgrid (RM) without
any forecast information, this paper introduces a Model-Based
Reinforcement Learning (MB-RL) based optimization strategy.
The proposed online energy scheduling algorithm incorporates
a learned model into Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS), and can
learn to improve the scheduling decisions off-line by self-play
using the historical state data of the microgrid, then applied
online to sequentially make operational decisions without relying
on any forecast information. In each time period of the online op-
timization process, the optimal decision is obtained by conducting
MCTS with a learned model that consists of the representation
network, dynamic network, and prediction network. Especially, a
new representation network architecture is designed in this paper
considering the past renewable power generations and the load
power that have a strong time correlation. In the representation
network, long short-term memory (LSTM) units are adopted to
extract features from the past load and renewable generation
sequences, then the outputs of the LSTM units are fed into a
fully connected neural network. The numerical simulation results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Index Terms—Model-based deep reinforcement learning,
Muzero, Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS), self-play, residential
microgrid, on-line optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
Microgrids are becoming a widely adopted technology to
utilize distributed energy resources (DERs) as their capabil-
ity of reducing greenhouse emissions, improving consumers’
supply reliability, enhancing power grid resiliency, etc. [1],
[2]. For instance, there have been 4,475 microgrid projects
representing 27 GW of planned and installed power capac-
ity globally [3], as of mid-2019. However, the intermittent
and uncertainty of integrated renewable energy bring signif-
icant challenges to the reliable and economic operation of
microgrids. The optimal optimization and control strategies
are the key techniques to ensure the economic operation of
microgrids. As a result, the optimization of microgrids has
obtained extensive research [4]–[9], and a variety of microgrid
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energy management algorithms [10], such as, linear and non-
linear programming methods, dynamic programming and rule-
based methods, meta-heuristic approaches (particle swarm op-
timization, genetic algorithm, etc.), artificial intelligence meth-
ods (fuzzy logic, neural network, multi-agent system, etc.),
stochastic programming, and robust optimization approaches,
etc., have been proposed to deal with the uncertainties.
However, the above microgrid optimization methods are
mainly proposed to solve the planning [4]–[6] or day-ahead
scheduling [7], [8] problems. Using these methods, we can
make day-ahead scheduling according to the forecast in-
formation of all the future system state and the statistic
distribution information of the uncertainties in the system.
Since the prediction errors from both the demand side and
the power generation side, the actual operational decisions are
re-optimized sequentially in the intra-day online optimization
process according to the updated short-term forecasting. Model
predictive control (MPC) is a traditional online optimization
method that has been applied in microgrids [11], [12]. But, the
performance of the MPC approach depends on the precision
of the forecasting generation/load power and the fitted statistic
distribution information.
To obtain optimal online operation decisions, researchers
have made some efforts and proposed several optimization
approaches to reduce the dependence on forecasting informa-
tion. Shi et al. [13] proposed a Lyapunov optimization based
online optimization strategy for microgrids, and simulations
demonstrate that the algorithm can make sub-optimal decisions
without any a priori statistical knowledge of the stochastic
processes. Rahbar et al. [14] developed dynamic program-
ming (DP) based sequential online optimization algorithm.
The authors of this paper proposed the approximate dynamic
programming (ADP) based microgrid online optimization ap-
proaches [15], [16]. After trained off-line using the day-ahead
forecasting and the corresponding forecast error distribution
information, the ADP algorithm can obtain near-optimal online
decisions only according to the current system state infor-
mation and the well-trained value functions. Although the
above online optimization approaches reduced the dependent
on intra-day forecasting information, the historical data are not
been fully utilized in the optimization process. Prior research
works [17], [18] indicate that the trained policy based on his-
torical data is more general to adapt to the unknown situation
in the future. In order to learn from historical data, researchers
proposed the model-free deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
based online optimization algorithm for microgrids [18]–[20]
recently. In [18], [20], the historical data are used to train the
designed Deep Q Network (DQN) and Deep Deterministic
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2Policy Gradient (DDPG) algorithms to achieve a good online
decision performance. With the development of reinforcement
learning, this paper focuses on designing a more powerful
DRL based online optimization strategy for microgrids.
In this work, we propose to apply a model-based deep
reinforcement learning (MB-DRL) algorithm developed by
reference [21] to microgrid scheduling problem. Different
from the AlphaGo [22] and AlphaGo Zero [23] algorithms
that need to construct a perfect environment simulator, the
MB-DRL (Muzero) algorithm proposed in [21] is a more
general and more powerful reinforcement learning algorithm
that can achieve superhuman performance in a range of
challenging Atari games. The Muzero algorithm combines a
tree-based search policy with a learned model that consists
of three functions (representation function, dynamic function,
and prediction function), and can make decisions without any
knowledge of the underlying dynamics of the environment.
This work focuses on the online optimization of a residential
microgrid (RM) without rely on any prior forecasting and
statistic distribution information of the system. To solve this
optimization problem, a MB-DRL based scheduling algorithm
is designed. The main contributions of this work are summa-
rized as follows:
1) An MB-DRL based RM optimization algorithm is pro-
posed, with the aim of conceiving an online optimization
policy to learn to operate microgrids from historical
renewable power generation data and load data. Besides,
by combining MCTS with a learned model, the algorithm
can make decisions without any knowledge of the micro-
grid system.
2) A new representation network architecture is designed.
Different from most Atari games existing large spatial
resolution in observations, the observations of microgrids
have a strong time correlation. Thus, for the represen-
tation network in the proposed scheduling algorithm,
we first utilize three LSTM units to extract features
from past solar power, wind power, and load power,
respectively. Then, the feature vectors are concatenated
with the current state information and fed into the input
layer of a fully connected neural network.
3) Simulation results demonstrate the developed MB-DRL
approach can obtain better optimization performance than
the state-of-the-art online optimization algorithms.
II. ON-LINE SCHEDULING MODEL OF THE MICROGRID
The microgrid investigated in this paper is an RM system
which includes PV-based DER units, wind turbine based DER
units, energy storage devices, electrical loads, and a smart
energy management unit. The structure of the RM is depicted
in Fig. 1. The microgrid is connected with the utility grid,
so it can purchase power from the utility grid when there
occurs power supply shortage inside the system. On the other
hand, the microgrid can also sell its surplus energy to the
utility grid. As the uncertainties from both renewable energy
resources and the demand side, an energy management system
(EMS) is needed to coordinate all the generation and load
resources to ensure the secure and economic operation of
the microgrid. The smart EMS unit makes the on-line energy
scheduling decisions according to the actual load demand and
the available generation capacity from all power sources. In
this paper, we investigate to design a smart online optimization
algorithm to achieve the optimal operation of the system. In
the following section, we give out the objective function and
operational constraints of the system.
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Fig. 1. The test microgrid system.
The on-line scheduling problem of the RM is formulated as
a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Let t ∈{0,∆t,2∆t, · · · ,T−
∆t} be the time slot. T is the optimization horizon and ∆t is
the time resolution. The state variables of the RM consist of
the state of charge (SoC) of energy storage systems, the active
power demand of the system, L, the available PV generation,
Ppv, WT generation, Pwt , electricity price, p, and the time
index, t. The state variables of the RM at time t are defined
below:
st =
{
SoC(t),L(t),Ppv(t),Pwt(t), p(t), t
}
(1)
The decision variables of the system at time t consist of
xt =
{
Pb(t),Pgrid(t)
}
(2)
where, Pb(t) is the power output of the battery system at time
t. Pgrid(t) is the power provided by the utility grid. When
Pgrid(t)< 0, it means the microgrid sells its surplus power to
the utility grid.
The on-line optimization of RM is a constraint optimization
problem. During the decision-making process, the following
operational constraints should be fulfilled.
Pgrid(t)+Pb(t)+Ppv(t)+Pwt(t) = L(t) (3)
Pb(t) = Pdis(t)−Pch(t) (4)
Pch(t) ·Pdis(t) = 0 (5)
SoCmin ≤ SoC(t+∆t)≤ SoCmax (6){
0≤ Pdis(t)≤ Pdis,max
0≤ Pch(t)≤ Pch,max (7)
−Pgrid,max ≤ Pgrid(t)≤ Pgrid,max (8)
where, Pch(t) and Pdis(t) are the charge and discharge power
of the battery system, respectively. Superscript max and min
represent the maximum and minimum value of the variables,
3respectively. Eq. (3) is the power balance constraint. Eq. (4)
- Eq. (7) are the energy storage related constraints. Eq. (8)
limits the exchanged power between the RM and utility grid.
The objective of the on-line optimization is to minimize
the operational cost of the RM. The operational cost of the
RM includes the electricity purchase fee from the utility grid
and the punishment fee related to the smoothness of the
grid output. We limit the variation of the purchasing power
from the utility grid between two adjacent time slots in a
certain range to reduce the influence of volatility of renewables
to the utility grid. So, similar to [11], the cost associated
with the smoothness of the grid output is considered in the
objective function. In this work, we converter the optimization
to maximize the rewards of the RM. The objective function to
be maximized is given by,
F = minΞ
{T−∆t
∑
t=0
Ct(st ,xt)
}
,maxΞ
{T−∆t
∑
t=0
rt(st ,xt)
}
(9)
where Ξ{·} represents the expectational operator. rt(st ,xt) is
the reward of making the decision xt from state st . Ct(st ,xt)
represents the operational cost of the RM during time period
t when taking decision xt in state st , which can be calculated
as Eq. (10).
rt(st ,xt) =−Ct(st ,xt)
Ct(st ,xt) =

pbuy(t) ·Pgrid(t) ·∆t+M, i f Pgrid(t)> 0,∆P(t)> ∆P¯
pbuy(t) ·Pgrid(t) ·∆t, i f Pgrid(t)> 0,∆P(t)≤ ∆P¯
psell(t) ·Pgrid(t) ·∆t+M, i f Pgrid(t)≤ 0,∆P(t)> ∆P¯
psell(t) ·Pgrid(t) ·∆t, i f Pgrid(t)≤ 0,∆P(t)≤ ∆P¯
(10)
where, ∆P(t) = |Pgrid(t)−Pgrid(t−∆t)| is the fluctuation of
the injected power from the utility grid between two adjacent
time periods. ∆P¯ is the maximum allowable power fluctuation
of power from the utility grid, and M is the punishment cost
when the fluctuation exceeds the limitation.
The transition function S(·) of the MDP process is shown
below:
SoC(t+∆t) = SoC(t)+ηch
Pch(t)
Emax
∆t− 1
ηdis
Pdis(t)
Emax
∆t (11)
where, ηch and ηdis are the charge and discharge efficiency
of the battery, respectively. Emax is the battery capacity.
From the above equations, the online optimization of the
RM is formulated as a stochastic nonlinear problem, given by
minx0,x∆t ,··· ,xT−∆t F
sub ject to (3)− (8),(11) (12)
III. MICROGRID ON-LINE SCHEDULING VIA MCTS AND
A LEARNED MODEL
To solve the above formulated online stochastic optimiza-
tion problem, we adopted a model-based deep reinforcement
learning (MB-DRL) optimization approach. The MB-DRL
approach combines MCTS policy with a learned model. In the
following section, the adopted MB-DRL approach is unfolded
first. Then, a new architecture is designed for the on-line RM
optimization problem.
A. The Model-Based Deep Reinforcement Learning (MB-
DRL) Method
The MB-DRL proposed in [21] combines a Monte-Carlo
Tree Search (MCTS) planning method with a learned model,
as shown in Fig. 2. Similar to traditional MCTS, the MB-
DRL involves iteratively building a search tree until some
predefined computational budget (like a maximum iteration
constraint) is reached, then the search is halted and the best
action is determined according to the visit count of each
action from the root node [24]. While the difference is that a
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the MCTS with a learned model [21].
learned model is introduced to the search tree building process.
The learned model in the figure consists of three functions
(neural networks), namely a representation network, a dynamic
network, and a prediction network. The representation network
is used to encodes past system observations (or states) until
the current time-step t into an internal state:
sˆ0t = hθ (o1, · · · ,ot) (13)
where, sˆ0t represents the internal state at time-step t. ot is the
observation of the system at time-step t. hθ (·) denotes the
representation network. θ is the weights of the representation
network.
The dynamic network is used to get the next internal state
sˆkt and the immediate reward r
k after taken an action xˆkt from
an internal state sˆk−1t :
rk, sˆkt = gϑ (sˆ
k−1
t , xˆ
k
t ) (14)
where, gϑ (·) represents the dynamic network. ϑ is the weights
of the dynamic network. In this paper, the superscript k
represents the variables of the kth hypothetical time-step. For
instance, sˆkt denotes the internal state at the kth hypothetical
time-step during the tree search conducted at the actual time-
step t.
The prediction network is used to compute the control
policy pk and value functions vk according to the internal state
sˆkt :
pk,vk = fφ (sˆkt ) (15)
where, fφ (·) represents the prediction network. φ represents
the weights of the prediction network. It is worth noting that
4the internal state has no semantics of the environment state
attached to it [21]. The purpose of the internal state is to
improve the prediction accuracy of the above control policies
p, values v, and immediate rewards r that used in the tree
search process.
When the learned model has been obtained by training ,
the MB-DRL based optimal decision-making process can be
described using Fig. 2. At each time-step t, an MCTS is
performed to build a search tree. Then the best decision is
sampled according to the visit count of each decision from the
root node. The decision applied to the environment, and the
agent gets a new observation of the system ot+1 and the reward
rt+1 from the environment. The above procedure repeats until
the end of the game. We can find that the core step is the search
tree building process located in the rectangle area in Fig. 2.
From the figure, one can find that the search tree consists of
nodes and edges. Each node is associated with an internal
state sˆ. For each decision xˆ from sˆ there is an edge (sˆ, xˆ)
that leads to a child node. The information stored in the edge
(sˆ, xˆ) is ω = {N(sˆ, xˆ),Q(sˆ, xˆ),P(sˆ, xˆ),R(sˆ, xˆ),S(sˆ, xˆ)}. N, Q, P,
R, and S represent visit counts, mean value, policy, reward,
and state transition, respectively. For simplicity, sˆkt and xˆ
k
t will
be represented by sˆk and xˆk in the following context.
The adopted MB-DRL algorithm in this work is based on
MCTS with upper confidence bounds. During the search tree
building process, the algorithm iteratively performs a number
of simulations. Each simulation includes the following three
steps:
1) Selection: At the current time-step t, the historical obser-
vations (o1, · · · ,ot) of the environment are obtained. Using the
representation network and the obtained observations, we can
get the initial root state sˆ0t as shown in Eq. (13). Starting from
the root state, the simulation selects a decision and reaches to
the corresponding child node. The Selection step finishes when
the simulation arrives at a leaf node sˆl . For each hypothetical
time-step k = 1,2, · · · , l of the simulation, a decision xˆk is
selected using Eq. (16).
xˆk = argmax
x
[Q(sˆ, xˆ)+P(sˆ, xˆ) ·
√
∑ς N(sˆ,ς)
1+N(sˆ, xˆ)
·
(c1+ log(
√
∑ς N(sˆ,ς)+ c2+1
c2
))]
(16)
where, Q(sˆ, xˆ) is the value that takes decision xˆ from state sˆ,
which represents the average reward for taking this decision
(exploitation term). The second part of the right-hand side of
Eq. (16) is the exploration term which can encourage the sim-
ulation to take decisions that have been less selected. P(sˆ, xˆ) is
the prior probability of taking decision xˆ from state sˆ. c1 and c2
are the constant value which is used to balance the exploitation
and exploration term. In general, we can set c1 = 1.25 and
c2 = 19652. For k < l, the next state and reward are obtained
by looking up the state transition table sˆk = S(sˆk−1, xˆk) and
corresponding reward table rk = R(sˆk−1, xˆk), respectively.
2) Expansion: When the simulation steps to the leaf node
of the tree at the final time-step l, a new child node will be
added to the tree. The state of the new node sˆl is computed
by the learned dynamic network as shown in Eq. (17). Be-
sides, the corresponding reward rl is also computed. And the
obtained new internal state and reward will be stored in the
corresponding tables, R(sˆl−1, xˆl) = rl , S(sˆl−1, xˆl) = sˆl .
rl , sˆl = gϑ (sˆl−1, xˆl) (17)
The policy and value correspond to state sˆl are computed using
the learned prediction network:
pl ,vl = fθ (sˆl) (18)
Then, the information stored in the new edge (sˆl , xˆ) is initial-
ized to:
ω = {N(sˆl , xˆ) = 0,Q(sˆl , xˆ) = 0,P(sˆl , xˆ) = pl}. (19)
3) Backpropagation: At the end of the simulation, the
information of the new leaf node is backpropagated along
the trajectory to update the statistics of all the edges in the
simulation path. For k = l, · · · ,1, the statistics for each edge
(sˆk−1, xˆk) along the trajectory are updated by:
Q(sˆk−1, xˆk) =
N(sˆk−1, xˆk) ·Q(sˆk−1, xˆk)+Gk
N(sˆk−1, xˆk)+1
N(sˆk−1, xˆk) = N(sˆk−1, xˆk)+1
(20)
where, Gk represents the l− k-step estimation of the cumula-
tive discounted reward, bootstrapping from the value vl ,
Gk =
l−1−k
∑
τ=0
γτrk+1+τ + γ l−kvl (21)
In Eq. (21), γ is the discount factor and 0 < γ < 1. For the
on-line optimization problem of this paper, the value functions
Q(sˆ, xˆ) is unbounded. This making the pUCT rule shown in
Eq.(16) cannot perform properly. To avoid this, a normalized
value Q¯∈ [0,1] is adopted in the pUCT rule. Q¯ is computed by
using the minimum-maximum values observed in the search
tree up to that point:
Q¯(sˆk−1, xˆk) =
Q(sˆk−1, xˆk)−minsˆ,xˆ∈TreeQ(sˆ, xˆ)
maxsˆ,xˆ∈TreeQ(sˆ, xˆ)−minsˆ,xˆ∈TreeQ(sˆ, xˆ) (22)
From the above description, the MB-DRL algorithm solves
a multiple time-step optimization/control problem recursively.
For each time-step t, it utilizes an MCTS algorithm that
equipped with a learned model (a representation network,
a dynamic network, and a prediction network) to search
over hypothetical future trajectories x1, · · · ,xk given historical
observations o1, · · · ,ot , and outputs a recommended policy pit
and value estimation vt . Then, a decision is sampled from
the policy pit and we repeat the process till the end of the
problem. Inside the search tree, the representation network is
used to generate an initial internal state in order to improve
the prediction performance. The policy and value estimates
produced by prediction network are used by each internal
node to select and build its child nodes. And, the dynamic
network is adopted to compute the next state and reward after
taking a decision xˆ. It can be found that, with the help of
the learned model, the MCTS does not use any knowledge of
the environment during the decision making. This enables the
5MB-DRL algorithm can make near optimal decisions without
any knowledge of the environment dynamics.
B. Proposed MB-DRL based On-Line Scheduling Algorithm
for RM
From the architecture of the above MB-DRL algorithm, one
can find that the learned model is critical for the approach. To
obtain a good model, two things are very important. The first
one is to design a suitable network architecture for the repre-
sentation function, dynamic function, and prediction function.
The second thing is to train the designed model. In this
subsection, we will design an appropriate model architecture
for the problem in this work. The training method will be
presented in the next subsection.
The internal state is computed using the representation
function, which will affect the prediction accuracy of the
future quantities (including policies, values, and rewards). So,
the representation function needs to be carefully designed. In
[21], the convolution neural network and residual blocks are
adopted to solve Atari games since the observations have large
spatial resolutions and a strong spatial correlation. However,
different from Atari games, the observations of the RM en-
vironment have strong temporal correlation. For instance, we
find strong correlations between wind/solar power in adjacent
time periods. Considering this, we propose to use Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) networks to extract features from the
historical PV generation, wind generation, and load power,
then the current system state is shown in Eq. (1) concatenated
with the extracted features are fed to a multi-layer neural
network. The layout of the representation network is shown in
Fig. 3. The output of the representation network is an Orep-
dimensional vector. From the function of the representation
network, it can be seen as an approximator of RM. This makes
the proposed model-based learning algorithm does not need
to know any knowledge of the dynamics of the RM to make
optimal decisions.
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Fig. 3. The architecture of the designed representation network.
For the dynamic network, two individual multi-layer neural
networks are adopted to compute the next internal state and the
reward, and the current decision stacked with the internal state
of the previous hypothetical step are set as input, as shown in
Fig. 4. The output of the reward calculating network is an Or-
dimensional vector. The prediction network also contains two
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Dynamic Network architecture Prediction Network architecture
Fig. 4. The architecture of the designed prediction network.
individual multi-layer neural networks. One neural network is
used to compute the probability of each decision been selected,
and the other one is to get the value vk in Eq. (15). The
output of the policy calculating network and value calculating
network is an Op-dimensional vector and an Ov-dimensional
vector, respectively. The layout of the designed prediction
network is shown in Fig. 4. The designed representation
network, dynamic network, and prediction network formed the
model that utilized in MCTS.
C. Training Method of the Proposed MB-DRL Algorithm
To obtain a good on-line optimization performance, the
designed network model needs to be well-trained off-line first.
All the parameters of the representation network, dynamic
network, and prediction network are trained jointly to accu-
rately match the computed policy, value, and reward, for every
hypothetical step k, to corresponding target values observed
after k actual time-steps have elapsed [21]. More specifically,
the objective is to minimize the following errors:
lt(θ ,ϑ ,φ) =
K
∑
k=0
[lr(ut+k,rkt )+ l
v(zt+k,vkt )+ l
p(pit+k, pkt )
+c(‖θ‖2+‖ϑ‖2+‖φ‖2)]
(23)
where, ut+k represents the improved reward target that is the
observed reward after an actual time-step. rkt is the predicted
reward that computed by dynamic network. zt+k represents the
improved value target that can be computed by adding up n
step discounted rewards and the corresponding search value,
zt = ut+1+γut+2+ · · ·+γn−1ut+n+γnvt+n. pit+k represents the
improved policy target that is generated by an MCTS search.
vkt , p
k
t are the predicted value and the policy that computed by
prediction networks, respectively. So, the first three parts of the
right-hand side of the equation represents the errors between
the predicted reward/value/policy and the reward/value/policy
target. The errors can be computed as Eq. (24). The last part
represents the L2 regulation term of the network weights. l
r(u,r) = ϕ(ρ(u))T logr
lv(z,q) = ϕ(ρ(z))T logq
lp(pi,p) = piT logp
(24)
where, r is the reward vector computed by the dynamic
network; p and q are the policy and value vector computed by
6the prediction network. ρ(a) is an invertible function that used
to scale the number a, and ρ(a) = sign(a)(
√|a|+1−1+εa)
with ε = 10−3. The function ρ(·) is introduced to reduce the
variance of the optimization target, which can help to improve
algorithm convergence [25]. ϕ(·) refers to the transformation
function that used to transfer the scalar reward and value
targets to equivalent categorical representations. If we use a
discrete support set of size 2n+1 with one support for every
integer between -n and n, by applying ϕ(b), a real number b
(−n≤ b≤ n) can be represented through a linear combination
of its two adjacent integers bbc and dbe, so that the original
scalar can be recovered by b= bbc · (dbe−b)+dbe · (b−bbc).
Besides, to maintain similar gradient magnitude across dif-
ferent unroll steps, we adopted the gradient scaling method
proposed in Appendix G of reference [21].
The model training process is shown in Fig. 5. If we refer
the RM operational decision process from the first time period
to the last one as a game, the training can be split into two
independent parts: network training (producing an improved
network model) and self-play (generating game data). The
generated self-play game date as shown in Fig. 5 is stored in
the replay buffer, and we sample training data from the buffer
to update the neural network (see Eq. (23) - (24)). Then, the
updated network is stored in the shared storage. Finally, the
self-play units get the latest network to generate new game data
(see Section III (A)). The process repeated until the algorithm
converged. To speed up the training, network training and self-
play can be performed in parallel.
Network Training
(On GPU or CPU)
Self Play
Self Play
Self Play
Play games on multiple 
CPUs simultaneously
Replay Buffer
Game data 1 Game data 2
Game data 3 Game data 4
Network 1
Shared storage
Network 2
Network 3 Network 4
Network n Latest Network
Get batches of the 
generated game data
Save new network weights Get latest network
Save game data
Save game data
Save game data
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state
action
reward
value
Fig. 5. The training architecture of the model.
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, the online optimization performance of the
proposed algorithm is validated on an RM test system shown in
Fig. 1. In the RM system, the electricity is provided by the PV
power system, wind power generators, energy storage system
(ESS), and the utility grid. The ESS is a 500kWh@100kW
battery with a round-trip efficiency of 90.25%. To ensure the
life span of the battery, the minimum stored energy in the bat-
tery is set to be 100kWh. We divide the charging/discharging
power into 9 levels (-100, -75, -50, -25, 0, 25, 50, 75, 100)
kW . The load data used in the simulation are the historical
residential load profiles of Anchorage Alaska State from [26].
Solar power and wind power data are actual historical data
TABLE I
THE MARKET ENERGY PRICE AND THE SELLING PRICE ($/kWh).
Time periods 8:00 - 14:00 14:00 - 20:00 20:00 - 22:00 22:00 - 8:00
Market energy
price 0.28 0.48 0.28 0.12
Selling price 0.14 0.24 0.14 0.06
from [27]. The profiles of the data are shown in Fig. 6.
According to the data, the original load power fluctuation and
net load power fluctuation can be computed, as shown in Fig.
7. Since the volatility of renewable energy, net load shows
a larger power fluctuation than the original load. To reduce
the impact of the microgrid on the utility grid, we limit the
power fluctuation of the net load to less than 50kW, which
means ∆P¯= 50 in Eq. (10). The dynamic market energy price
of Southern California residential area [28] is adopted, and
we set the energy selling price is 50% of the market price, as
shown in Table I.
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Fig. 6. The profiles of solar power, wind power, and load power.
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Fig. 7. The fluctuation of original load power and net load power.
In this work, we set the encoding size of internal state equals
to 10, which means the internal state computed by representa-
tion network and dynamic network is a 10-dimensional vector.
The support sizes correspond to the reward and the value
computed by the prediction network is set to be the same, 10
in this simulation. Three independent LSTM units are adopted
in the representation network to extract features from the past
6-h PV power, wind power, and electricity load, respectively.
The network parameters adopted in the simulation are shown
in Fig. 8. The hyperparameters of the algorithm are set as
7Model Architecture
Representation 
network
Dynamic 
network
Prediction 
network
LSTM: input_dim = 6, hidden_nodes = 32 
Fully connected NN:  input_dim = 32×3 + 6 + 6, 
Output_dim = 10, hidden layers = [32, 32]
Reward network: input_dim = 10 + 1, Output_dim = 10, 
hidden layers = [32]
Internal state network: input_dim = 10 + 1, Output_dim 
= 10, hidden layers = [32]
Policy network: input_dim = 10, Output_dim = 9, hidden 
layers = [32]
Value network: input_dim = 10, Output_dim = 10, 
hidden layers = [32]
Fig. 8. The network parameters of the proposed algorithm.
follows: batch size B= 64, learning rate α = 0.005, discount
factor γ = 0.997, number of simulations per search N = 80,
number of unrolled hypothetical steps K = 5, bootstrapping
steps n = 10. All the simulations are conducted on an Intel
Core i7-4790 @ 3.60 Ghz × 8 Ubuntu based minitower
computer with 32 GB RAM. For the optimization problem,
we used 1 CPU for training and 7 CPUs for self-play. The
code is written in Python with PyTorch.
A. Training Result of the Proposed Algorithm
The first 320 days of data shown in Fig. 6 are used to
train the proposed algorithm, and the remaining data are used
as the testing data set. During model training, the network
updating worker and self-play workers in Fig. 5 are running
parallelly on 8 CPUs simultaneously with the application of
the Ray package [29]. The training process has been given in
Algorithm 1 - Algorithm 3. The proposed algorithm is trained
for 20,000 steps to learn the optimal microgrid operation
scheduling. In the training process, we test the performance of
the algorithm every 20 training steps on the selected 10-day
validation data set. Fig. 9 illustrates the convergence process of
the proposed algorithm across 5 separate runs. On average, the
training process of a single training run takes about 13 hours
on the computer mentioned above. It can be observed from
the result that the discounted returns increase rapidly from the
training step 0 to 3,000. Then, after step 3,000, the discounted
returns increase gradually and finally converge around $ 724
with small oscillations.
For each test day, we can obtain the optimal discounted
returns using dynamic programming (DP) approach assuming
that the perfect RM state information is available. To measure
the training performance of the proposed algorithm, we illus-
trate the optimal returns of the problem in Fig. 9. It worth
noting that although the perfect information is not realistic
in the actual online optimization process, this assumption
can provide a baseline to evaluate the performance of the
algorithm. From the figure, we can notice that the proposed
algorithm approaches the optimal value but does not reach
it. This is because the proposed algorithm makes the online
operation decisions only according to the current system state,
the performance will be affected by the uncertainties brought
by the future renewable generations and the load power. While
the DP compute decisions with the perfect information of all
the stochastic variables in the RM.
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Fig. 9. The convergence process of the proposed algorithm. Blue solid line
indicates median returns across 5 separate training runs. The dash line is the
result of the dynamic programming under the perfect information. The y-axis
represents the average discounted returns for the 10 validation days.
B. The Effect of Number of Simulations per Search on the
Algorithm
We can get different networks that trained at different
numbers of simulations per search N. In this section, we
analysis the influence of the number of simulations per search
on the convergence performance of the proposed algorithm.
Similar to Fig. 9, we evaluate the convergence process of the
algorithm across 5 separate training runs. Fig. 10 illustrates the
convergence process when we set N equals to 10, 30, 50, 80,
respectively. It can be found that selecting a larger number
of simulations per search will improve the performance of
the algorithm, and when it increases to a certain threshold,
the performance improvement of the algorithm becomes less
obvious.
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Fig. 10. The convergence process of the proposed algorithm at different
numbers of simulations per move in tree search. Solid line indicates median
returns across 5 separate training runs.
C. Online Optimization Performance of the Proposed Algo-
rithm
After the model has been trained, the proposed algorithm
can be applied online to schedule the microgrid. During the
online scheduling application, we set the number of simula-
tions per search N = 150. According to the simulation result,
it takes about 0.16 s to make a single time period schedule. To
validate the online optimization performance of the proposed
algorithm, we compare the algorithm with other state-of-the-
art online optimization approaches. We randomly selected 15
days from the testing data set, and the cumulative operational
cost of the RM optimized by myopic policy, the ADP [16]
8TABLE II
THE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OF DIFFERENT ONLINE
OPTIMIZATION METHODS ON THE TEST DATA SET.
Per f ormance
improvement Mean Maximum Minimum
Standard
deviation
Per f ect
in f ormation 19.66% 30.43% 13.71% 4.95%
ADP 15.52% 24.90% 11.19% 3.64%
Proposed
algorithm 16.64% 28.93% 9.28% 5.17%
1 The average daily operation cost of the system optimized by the proposed
method, the ADP algorithm, the myopic policy are $ 764.6, $ 772.7, and
$ 907.7, respectively. Besides, the average daily operation cost optimized
using the perfect information is $ 737.7.
algorithm, and the proposed algorithm are calculated. Using
the result optimized by myopic policy as the baseline, the per-
formance improvement of different methods can be evaluated.
In Table II, the performance improvement of different online
optimization methods are presented. It can be found that the
online optimization improvement of the proposed algorithm is
larger than the value of the ADP method, and the optimization
performance of the proposed algorithm is also very close to
the optimal objective under perfect information. It is worth
noting that the optimal scheduling under perfect information
can never be achieved since we cannot accurately forecast the
future state of the microgrid system.
To validate the repeatability of the proposed algorithm,
we conducted 5 individual training runs, then evaluated the
online optimization performance of the algorithm using the
5 obtained neural network models on the test data set inde-
pendently. The simulation results of the 5 individual runs are
shown in Table III. The proposed algorithm performs very
stable, and in most runs, it performs better than the ADP
algorithm.
To further validate the effectiveness of the proposed ap-
proach, the online scheduling result of the proposed algorithm
including the SoC patterns, power exchange between the RM
and utility grid, and the net load power fluctuation are shown
in Fig. 11. We can observe that the proposed algorithm has
learned to charge the battery when the electricity price is low
and to discharge when the price is on-peak, and also learned to
decrease the impact on the utility grid. It is worth to note that
the learned scheduling policy still cannot ensure to control the
grid power fluctuation under the limitation value at all time
steps. For example, the power fluctuation at time slot 43 is
higher than the limitation. But, these results can demonstrate
that the proposed approach can reduce the electricity purchase
cost as well as satisfy the net load fluctuation limitation in
most time slots.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes the MB-DRL based online optimization
algorithm for the online optimization of a microgrid under
uncertainties. The proposed approach is based on a newly
developed model-based deep reinforcement learning method,
which combines a Monte-Carlo tree search method with
a learned deep neural network model. The neural network
model consists of representation networks, dynamic networks,
TABLE III
THE SIMULATION RESULTS OF 5 INDIVIDUAL RUNS OF THE PROPOSED
ALGORITHM.
Per f ormance
improvement Mean Maximum Minimum
Standard
deviation
#1 16.22% 28.93% 9.74% 4.66%
#2 16.49% 28.93% 9.74% 4.58%
#3 15.11% 27.95% 10.15% 4.68%
#4 16.56% 28.28% 10.58% 4.71%
#5 16.64% 28.93% 9.28% 5.17%
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Fig. 11. The online energy scheduling results of the proposed algorithm
and prediction networks. To solve the microgrid optimization
problem in this work, we designed a network model. Specially,
we designed a new representation network architecture that
adopts LSTM units extract features from historical sequential
data, then fed the extracted feature into a fully connected
neural network. The parameters of these networks are updated
by gradient descent using the game data generated by the
self-play mechanism during the training process. Numerical
simulation results show that the proposed approach can learn
to operate the microgrid from historical data and can make
online decisions without dependence on any forecasting infor-
mation. Besides, the proposed algorithm outperforms various
benchmark solutions, such as the myopic policy and the ADP
approach.
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VI. APPENDIX
Algorithm 1 The proposed online optimization algorithm
training process.
1: Initialize the neural networks of the model. Set the total number
of training steps NT , number of simulations per search N,
discount factor γ , batch size B, replay buffer size W , unroll steps
K, bootstrapping steps n, and other hyperparameters. Initialize
the training step index ns = 0.
2: Initialize self-play workers, training worker, replay buffer worker,
and shared storage workers, then launch workers. . Self-play
workers run on several CPUs in parallel.
3: while ns ≤ NT do:
1) D ← SELF-PLAY(). . Generate game data by self-play
workers.
2) REPLAY BUFFER.ADD(D). . Save the generated game data
in the replay buffer.
3) (θ ,ϑ ,φ ) ← SHARED STORAGE.LATEST(). . Get latest
model parameters.
4) B ← REPLAY BUFFER.SAMPLE(). . Sample batch data B
from the replay buffer worker.
5) (θnew,ϑnew,φnew)← NETWORK TRAINING(θ ,ϑ ,φ , B, ns)
. Update the latest model.
6) SHARED STORAGE.ADD(θnew,ϑnew,φnew) . Save the
updated model parameters in the shared storage worker.
7) ns = ns+1
4: end while
Algorithm 2 SELF-PLAY
Input: The model; The PV power, wind power, and load power
scenario; The training index ns;
Output: The generated data; . The procedure includes 3 parts:
get the latest model from the shared storage, play game, save game to
replay buffer.
1: Load (θ ,ϑ ,φ ). . Get the latest model from the shared storage
2: Randomly select a day from the training data set and load the
data. . PV/wind sequence, load sequence, and price sequence.
3: Reset the simulation environment, and get the initial state s0.
4: for t = 0,1,2, · · · ,T −1 do: . T = 24 in this work.
5: Internal state sˆt ← hθ (st ,o) . Eq. (13).
6: Create root node γroot with state sˆt .
7: Run MCTS(γroot , θ ,ϑ ,φ , χ). . χ is the decision history.
8: Select xt that leads to the most visited chide of root node.
9: Apply xt to the microgrid, and get actual reward rt and the
next state st+1. . Eq. (10), Eq. (11).
10: Store search statistics. . visit counts, root value, etc.
11: end for
12: Return generated game data. . (s0,x0,r0,v0,s1), (s1,x1,r1,v1,s2), · · ·
13:
14: function MCTS(γroot , θ ,ϑ ,φ , χ)
15: for nsim ∈ 1,2, · · · ,N do
16: node ← γroot .
17: history = χ , SearchPath = [node].
18: while node is not leaf node do
19: Select the child node with highest UCB score, and get
the decision xˆk. . Eq. (16).
20: history.append(xˆk)
21: node ← new child node.
22: SearchPath.append(node).
23: end while
24: parent ← SearchPath[-2].
25: Using the dynamic network, compute the reward rk
and next internal state sk+1 after taking decision
history[-1] from parent. . Eq. (14)
26: Using the prediction network, compute the policy pk+1
and value vk+1. . Eq. (15)
27: According to sk+1, rk, pk+1, and vk+1, update parameters
of the node and expand node.
28: for node in reversed(SearchPath) do
29: value = vk+1
30: node.value = node.value + value.
31: node.visit count = node.visit count +1.
32: value = node.reward + γ * value. . Eq. (20) - Eq. (23)
33: end for
34: end for
35: end function
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Algorithm 3 NETWORK TRAINING.
Input: The model parameter θ ,ϑ ,φ , B; The training index ns;
Output: The updated model;
1: Set the learning rate and the optimizer. . Constant learning rate
in this paper.
2: Load (θ ,ϑ ,φ ). . Get the latest model from the shared storage
3: Get the training data B.
4: According to the batch data B, compute the evaluation of the
value, reward, policy, and internal state using the model (θ ,ϑ ,φ ).
5: Get the target from the batch B, then calculate the cross entropy
loss using Eq. (23) and Eq. (24).
6: Update the model parameters using the selected optimizer.
7: Return the updated model.
